NEVER MIND THE OSCARS...
The (latest) NSF CAREER Award goes to...Ting Wang

2019 KHAN LECTURE SERIES
A storied career in skyscraper engineering

SawTeen See, the structural engineer behind the PNB 118 Tower, a megatall skyscraper under construction in Malaysia, will discuss her work on this and other projects on March 29, the second installment of the 2019 Fazlur R. Khan Distinguished Lecture Series.

SAVE THE DATE: APRIL 25
2019 Rossin College Awards—last call for nominations
Faculty Recognitions

CSE professor Mooi Choo Chuah has been honored by wireless tech leader Qualcomm with a 2019 Qualcomm Faculty Award in recognition of her innovative and inspiring research in the design of secure mobile data systems.

ISE professor Frank Curtis has received funding to compete in the Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy Grid Optimization (GO) Competition, which poses a series of challenges designed to solve specific problems facing our rapidly changing power system.

CEE professor Dan Frangopol co-chaired IABMAS2018 (International Conference on Bridge Safety and Management) and IALCCE2018 (International Symposium on Life-Cycle Civil Engineering). He is president of both IABMAS and IALCCE and will repeat his role as co-chair for both events in 2020. Frangopol is also the editor-in-chief of the international peer-reviewed journal Structure and Infrastructure Engineering.